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Opening day college traffic paralyzes area
Thousands of students’ cars
its fourth year has an estimated
converging on College of DuPage
8,500 enrollment this fall.
Tuesday for opening day classes
Tuesday night the college an¬
paralyzed portions of the Glen
nounced there would be bus ser¬
Ellyn-Wheaton area.
vice from the Yorktown Shopping
By 9 a.m. traffic was tied up on
area to the campus. Students were
Butterfield Rd. to Yorktown
advised that if conditions on
Shopping Center, an estimated
Butterfield looked congested to
seven miles, and to the west past drive to Yorktown, park their car
Naperville-Wheaton Rd. As a
and board a bus.
result, long lines of cars waited at
Reporters and photographers
the intersections of Butterfield and from several television stations
Rte. 53, Park Blvd. and Naperville- were on campus Wednesday,
Wheaton Rd.
shooting film of the traffic and
DuPage County Sheriff Wayne parking problem, and interviewing
Shimp asked Dr. Rodney Berg, key administrative officials.
College of DuPage president, to
The busing of students to and
delay opening the college until from Yorktown shopping center
Monday, Sept. 28. The sheriff said Wednesday partially relieved the
Berg refused, saying he had a pains that were encountered on the
responsibility to the students.
first day of classes.
liie college has only one acThe
buses
carried
ap¬
cessroad into the campus at the proximately 20 to 25 students over
present, Lambert' Rd. to But¬ to the temporary parking area,
terfield. Lack of parking facilities and back to the college each trip.
congested the situation.
That meant that there were 20 to 25
Elmer Rosin, director of fewer vehicles clogging the
security, said parking lots were already congested parking areas
filled by 7:45 a.m. There were, in and around the campus.
according to Rosin, approximately
Weather permitting, according
1200 parking spaces on campus.
to Rosin, students would be able to
The college which is beginning
park on the fields on the west side

of Lambert, south of the Campus.
Gravel approaches leading to the
fields on the east side of Lambert
were laid late Tuesday.
Tim Zarazan, sophomore, said it
took him more than an hour to get
to the college from the Yorktown
shopping center.
Many students parked their cars
along Butterfield and slogged
through the rain and mud to get to
classes. At one point, the traffic
jam was so severe the state police
refused to let any more cars enter
Lambert.
The Lambert Rd. portion north
of 22nd St. is not expected to be
completed before next month.
While college officials had ex¬
pected congested traffic, the
outpouring of cars
simply
swamped facilities.
Some instructors estimated that
classes were only half full.
Because of the emergency
situation, students will not be
penalized if they are unable to
attend classes.
The jam-up kept many grade
school buses from maintaining
their schedules. Some were
reported to be an hour or more
late.

Parked cars outline Butterfield Rd.

Meanwhile, it rained off and on
during the day, hampering
parking lot construction.
Rosin said parking regulations
will not be strictly enforced for the
next few days. He did, however,
emphasize the importance of
keeping the fire lanes along the
west perimeter of the big lot open
at all times, to speed emergency
efforts if the need arises.
Those who left their cars parked
along Butterfield during the day

were not ticketed. Sheriff Shimp
said the students should not have
to pay for something they have no
control over. He could not
guarantee that the no-ticket policy
would hold true in the future.
A staff of 12 men, including four
off-duty sheriff’s deputies, were
needed to handle the steady
stream of traffic.
Night students found similar
conditions upon their arrival on
campus, although not so severe.

Student Conduct Code
adopted; text on Page 6
A Student Conduct code, which
lists some of the regulations
students here are expected to
observe on campus, has been
adopted as board policy at College
of DuPage.
The text of these guidelines,
which ought to be read through by
all entering freshmen, is on Page

6.
A college statement said:
“These guidelines were developed
to alert the student of his
awareness of his accountability for
his conduct, the nature of
disciplinary proceedings, and
safeguards for student recourse.”
The code is the result of the
combined efforts of all segments of
the college. An “ad hoc” com¬
mittee of students, faculty,
classified personnel, and ad¬
ministrative personnel developed
it.

The final draft was presented to
the college attorney to assure its
legality.
John Paris, dean of students,
accepted the joint product as a
“workable solution in the im¬
plementation of Board policy for
the school year ’70-71.”
If the need becomes apparent,
revisions will be made, Paris said.
Requests for revision should be
directed to Fred Robinson,
president of the Associated
Student Body, or Dr. Lon Gault,
president of the Faculty Senate, or
Dean Paris.
The board had accepted the
Student Conduct guidelines by
resolution
Feb.
12,
1969.
Procedures for implementing the
policy were developed this past
summer.
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Student president's
open letter to ASB

Aerial photo depicts chah of parked cars lining
Butterfield Rd. from Bl-iarcliffe to Lambert.
Students were kept from entering the campus due
to lack of parking facilities. Estimates on the
number of cars lining Butterfield ranged from 200

cars were not ticketed. The parking
problem was somewhat alleviated Wednesday
through the busing of students to and from
Yorktown shopping center.
—-Photo by Charles Andelbradt

First, we, the Student Govern¬
ment, would like to welcome you to
our crisis-centered campus. For
what, we really do not know,
because we have surpassed Viet
Nam, Cambodia, and the Israeli
crisis. But please do not tell our
administrators who, in this crisis,
seem more interested in money
than in the common welfare of the
student body. Yes, it seems they
would jeopardize your life and
education for financial gains.
The cause of frustration may
be seen daily on Butterfield Rd., on
Lambert Rd., and also in the
yellow buses at Yorktown. There is
absolutely no need for such a
(bleep) crisis. All summer long we
have
questioned
the
ad¬
ministration about the fall parking
situation. We were told that we
would have sufficient lots to
facilitate you, the student body.
Well, idle promises remained idle.
Because of numerous com¬
plications, the proposed Sept. 22
completion was mysteriously
prolonged until Nov. 5, 1970.
Unfortunately,
the
ad¬
ministration supplied us with
many rhetorical solutions, none of

which seemed feasible. Amidst all
of this rattling rhetoric, Student
Government took it upon itself to
seek a solution. The rejection of
our proposals time and again, for
monetary concerns, left us in the
current state of. crisis. The major
ill-fated proposal was to delay the
Opening of school until the
situation could be remedied. After
two days of total frustration, we
again offered our proposal to the
administration. Again it was
ignored.
If our representative voice is
being ignored, then you, the
students, are being smothered by
an oppressive administration.
America, more than Viet Nam or
Cambodia, this is the cause of
student unrest. Oppressive ad¬
ministrations, whether in the
federal government or the
academic community, are the
cause of dissent. We submit to the
administration the alternative
once proposed by Jesse Jackson:
“We can either stand together,
united as brothers, or die divided
as fools.”
Fred Robinson
ASB President
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Low enforcement study
gets $37,500 award
The Financial Aids office has
received its Law Enforcement
Education program award for the
fiscal year 71 in the amount of
$37,500.

Try Courier
Want Ads;
they save time
Now that you know the traffic
and parking problems first¬
hand, how about trying a
COURIER want ad to get a ride
to college?
Rates are five cents a word.
If the ad is received by Tuesday
night,
THE
COURIER
guarantees to carry it in the
Thursday edition.

These monies will be used to
provide grants and loans for
students in Public Law En¬
forcement Agencies and-or with
Police Science majors.
Any person enrolled as a Police
Science Major and a full-time
student (12 or more credit hours)
is eligible to apply for a loan not to
exceed $1,800 per academic year
($600 per quarter). Need is not a
factor for granting the loan.

Any person employed by a
Public Law Enforcement Agency,
or who is on academic leave from
such an agency, is eligible to
receive a grant to cover his tuition
not to exceed $200 per quarter.
This amount is to include tuition,
fees, books and supplies.

Aerial view of campus Tuesday shows mass of
cars squeezed into the main and faculty lots. Strip
of gravel laid east of Lambert is also packed.
Swamp-like area (top left) is site of future parking
lots, to be completed soon. Traffic congestion on

Butterfield did not occur until the paved lots were
full and students had nowhere to park. The crisis
calmed down somewhat on Wednesday, with the
help of busing.

Let want ads do some of your
work.

John Beirne
is DuPage's first
Ombudsman
The office of Ombudsman has
been established by student
government. Its purpose is to
move student complaints and
questions promptly through the
proper channels. Basically the
Ombudsman is a red tape
technician.
John Beirne, who has had three
years experience in student
government, was assigned to the
office by the student president and
executive board.

Ideal late evening hours for Afternoon
and Evening College Students to work
in Franklin Park.

ICC will run
Homecoming
Queen contest

LOADERS - start at $3.33 per Hour
and advance on automatic increases
to $4.13 per Hour. Additional benefits

By John E. Fitts
The first regular meeting of
Inter-Club Council (ICC) was held
Wednesday with nine clubs
represented.
ICC has been given the go-ahead
to run the homecoming king and
queen contest. Each club is asked
to contribute one candidate for
each. Independent running will
also be allowed.
It was brought up that clubs can
solicit members only in the
Campus Center and must submit a
facility request. Recently several
clubs have been canvassing the
campus soliciting members.
John Hrubec, representing the
Vet’s Club, moved that each cldb
should have one voting member
present at meetings. According to
Hrubec one person last year
represented eight clubs, and, with
eight votes, could lock up ICC
legislation on a whim. Various
arguments were given and a
decision was not reached.
A motion was passed that any
club missing three consecutive
meetings lose its vote.
In other actions, the Black
Students Coalition voluntarily
disbanded. Tom Stauch, assistant
ICC chairman, and Claude
Knuepfer, auditor, submitted
letters of resignation.

include paid Holidays and advancement
in position and salary.

APPLY IN PERSON:
MONDAY thru FRIDAY, 9 A.M. to 1P.M.
2301 Rose St., (25th Ave.) Franklin Park

United Parcel Service
Bring Draft Classification Card or, if Veteran, Service Form DD-214

An Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Chaparral Round-up time starts Oct. 18

Meet the Voice
That soft, soothing voice you hear come floating from the Campus
Center sound system belongs-to Patricia Gorak, above, who will
announce club activities and anything special concerning student
activities.

37 named to honor society
Thirty-seven College of DuPage
students have been selected to join
Phi Theta Kappa, the scholastic
honor society of the American
Association of Junior Colleges.
To be considered for inclusion, a
student must rank scholastically in
the upper 10 per cent of his com¬
munity college class, be judged of
good moral character and possess
qualities of good citizenship.
Students named to Phi Theta
Kappa are: Dennis Brancato, La
Grange; Sheryl Butts, Woodridge;
James
Carrol,
Naperville;
Gregory Claricoates, Wheaton;
Len Ferguson, Wheaton; Susan
Flanagan, Villa Park; Dennis
Galuszka, Wood Dale; Chuck
Geigner,
Lombard;
Dick
Greenwood, Naperville; Lynne
Greenwood, Naperville; Gregory
Guth, Naperville; Arthur Kastl,
Clarendon
Hills;
Michael
Kelstrom, Elmhurst; Pam Kies,
La Grange; Gary Langenbahn,
Downers Grove; Mari Ann
Leneski, Naperville; John Logue,
Westmont; Marion Loresch,
Lombard;
William
Luck,
Wheaton; Therese Lynch, La
Grange Park; Pam May, Lom¬
bard; Bruce Mears, Downers
Grove; Jan Miller, Wheaton;
Shirley Mohler, Glen Ellyn;.

Thomas Nichols, Lisle; Gregory
Norwood,
Elmhurst;
Karen
Pedersen, Glen Ellyn; Patrick
Pheiffer, Naperville; Jacqueline
Prost, La Grange;
Eekley
Schatzjnan, Wheaton; Kathy
Schikora, Elmhurst; Esther
Severe, West Chicago; John
Stefanelli, Clarendon Hills; Carol
Thornburg, Wheaton; Anna Lee
Trapani, Downers Grove; Karen
Wisniewski, Roselle; Linda Zitzer,
Elmhurst.

Photo exhibit
here Oct. 5-76
The Associated Students are
sponsoring their first exhibition for
the 70-71 academic year during the
month of October.
Between
Oct.
5-16,
a
photographic exhibit, “Houses of
Worship,” may be viewed in the
Campus Center. The exhibit is a
collection of 60 black-and-white
photographs
by
Famous
Photographers School home-study
students depicting churches and
synagogues all over the world. The
students who produced them range
in age from the late teens to the
70’s, and come from all walks of
life and many countries.

“Wagons hoooo”, cries the social
board as plans for the coming
Homecoming Week were an¬
nounced. Chairman Len Urso said,
“This being the first time
homecoming is a full week, there
were difficulties in finalizing
plans.”
“Chaparral Roundup” will be
the theme with the Campus Center
being known as the “High
Chaparral” during the week of
Oct. 18-24.
The Homecoming week will kick
off with a five-hour jam session
Sunday, Oct. 18, in the “High
Chaparral.”
Monday, Oct. 19, finds members
of the social board, pom pons and
cheerleaders selling cowboy hats
and cap-guns. Meanwhile, other
members of the student body and
faculty will partake in a flap-jack
eating contest. There will be 50
tickets sold for 25 cents apiece.
The contest will be limited to one
hour with two half-hour sessions.
One group will start eating at 10
a.m. and the other at 11 a.m. There
will be 10 flap-jacks to a plate.
Prizes to winners include tickets to
various shows in the area.
The activities Tuesday continue
at noon with a tug of war contest
outside. There is no charge for
registrants, but they must register
by 10-man teams. The losers will
be awarded a nice bath in the mud-

hole found in the middle of the two
teams. “Faculty are welcomed to
show their muscles,” says the
social board.
Wednesday, Oct. 21, at noon will
feature an old-fashioned grease
pole contest in the Round Robin
Tournament style at 25 cents a
ticket. Top pole climbers will
again be awarded a prize again.
There will be an unlimited amount
of tickets sold.
“Catch a girl?” Why not, says
the social board. Thursday, Oct.
22, features a Gal Round-Up
Contest in the High Chaparral. The
prize is quite obvious.
Cheerleaders and pom-pons will
lead the students and faculty
Friday, the 23rd, in a pep rally in
the High Chaparral at noon.
Friday evening another pep rally
will be followed by a bonfire and
snake dance. After re-entering the

High Chaparral, a beard contest
will be judged and announced.
Categories include best trimmed,
grubbiest and longest.
Saturday, Oct. 24, is the big
football game at North Central
College against Rock Valley at
1:30 p.m. At half time, a float
contest will be held in conjunction
with a grand band day. Bands
from surrounding high schools and
junior colleges in the area have
been invited under the direction of
Robert Marshall.
Festivities following the game
move to the Holiday Inn in
Hillside. Couples will receive beer
mugs instead of the usual bids.
Urso said the social board “is a
great bunch of girls to work with;
they have worked long and hard
during the summer months to get
the plans going.” Bill Wolf is cochairman.

DOUBLES AS ACTOR

If Instructor Bill Myers
Shakespeare course gets a little
dramatic this quarter, there’s a
reason.
He played the role of the Earl of
Salisbury at the New York
Shakespeare Festival in Central
Park this summer.
PERSONNEL DIRECTOR

John B. Blatnik, formerly em¬
ployed by W.H. Barber Oil Co.,
Chicago, has joined College of
DuPage as director of personnel.
He will assist in the personnel
functions at the college and be
primarily responsible for the
recruiting and screening of
classified staff members.
NEED PERMANENT ID
All new students may obtain a
College of DuPage identification
card at the IRC production office,
J-126. A temporary ID may be used
white the permanent card is being
processed.
All cards, including those held
by returning students, must be
validated in order that they can be
used in the IRC and for college
events.

Fleurette

Antoinette

Catch a sparkle
from the morning sun.
Hold the magic
of a sudden breeze.
Keep those moments alive.
They’re yours tor a lifetime
with a diamond
engagement ring from
Orange Blossom.

JEWELERS • SINCE 1895

• EVERGREEN PLAZA

■YORKTOWN

College ef DuPoge's Bookstore
FALL RETURN POLICY
1. You MUST have your cash register receipt.
2. Books must be clean and unmarked.
3. Books must be returned within 14 days
from date of purchase.

THE
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COURIER
The Courier is a weekly publication by students of College of
DuPage with administrative offices at Lambert Rd. and 22nd St., Glen
Ellyn. Editorial offices are on the second floor of Lambert Rd. Far¬
mhouse, east of the interim campus. Telephone 858-2800, ext. 229.
EDITOR: Randy Meline; City Editor, Len Urso; Sports Editor,
Patrick Douglas; Photo Editor, Charles Andelbradt; Advertising
Manager, Ron Murphy; Faculty Adviser, Gordon Richmond
(Opinions expressed in signed editorials are not necessarily those of
the College of DuPage or of the student body. 1

Car pools needed
It may be late in the game to mention the possible use of car pools as
an alternative to the traffic dilemma. Nevertheless, I’m going to do it.
The kind of disheartening problems we all encountered on the
opening day of school should not be shrugged off as something which
will go away in time. If everyone felt that way there would be no
College of DuPage. If we all considered our problems hopeless before
pursuing every alternative, the problems themselves would drain our
thought processes of originality and perceptiveness until nothing was
left but futile rhetoric.
It is with these words that I plea for your assistance in forming a
multitude of workable car pools. There need be no formal
organization, no long meetings to arrange times and places, no
sweating over whether or not you will be able to get to class or school
on time. The point is, if only those students who live near one-another,
know one another and are sure of their own ride, would triple or at
least double up in each car, the problem would be greatly alleviated.
This would not be a permanent fixture of to and from college travel.
With some decent weather and favorable labor relations, the added
parking lots and the section of Lambert Rd. from the college to
Roosevelt Rd. will be completed in the very near future.
The very near future is not soon enough for tomorrow and the next
day and the next. We’ve got to do something now.
It is up to each individual to ask himself if he or she would rather
subject themselves to a little inconvenience by riding with someone
else and having classes or continue to bring their own cars to the
campus and congest the traffic pattern to the point of having classes
canceled.
— Randy Meline

Editorial policy
I am taking this opportunity to make a statement concerning the
editorial policy of The Courier during the 1970-71 academic year.
It has been the policy of this paper in the past to print any legitimate
expression or opinion as long as it was not libelous or in gross bad
taste. That policy will continue this yfear.
If a member of the student body, faculty or administration wishes to
make his views known via The Courier, he may do so merely by typing
out his statement and delivering it to the farmhouse by Monday.
A maximum of 10.inches (one full type-written page) will be allowed
for all editorial comments. This limit must be set because of our equal
space for everyone policy. We simply won’t have the room for three or
four 27-inch editorials in a single issue.
We reserve the right to use the editorial shears on all copy, but the
author will be notified prior to publication and have an opportunity to
OK the changes. Changes will be made only when libelous statements
are made about someone other than the original author, or about a
group or organization and when the language used does not meet the
requirements set forth by public decency.
As editor, I am not going to act as censor for you, the student body.
If you have something on your mind which you feel deserves public
attention, by all means write it. But write it in such a way that others
will be able to read it and comprehend it with an open mind.
— Randy Meline

Not even a VW stirred
’Twas the first day of classes and all through the campus, not a
creature was stirring, not even a V.W. The traffic was jammed from
border to border. But it was the first day of school and he had to get
through. He couldn’t miss class on the very first day. So he leaped
from his car with a jubilant cry and set off afoot through the mud;
through the mud and the gravel and weeds. As he walked he knew that
later his socks would be hung above the fireplace with care; not to
hold candy but to dry.
Visions of sugar plums ached in his feet, and his mind wandered to
what lay ahead. When at last he thought all would be lost, and the first
day of school would be canceled, he sunk his head low in grievance
and mourning and prayed for a happier note. Lo and behold, to his
great disbelief, up roared a squad car . .another . .another . . . their
wide doors flung open, and out sprung three officers .. tall and jolly..
the symbol of vigor and hope. His head was uplifted, his soul was
replenished and once again he could see that long awaited day coming
true.
After an hour so of the battle, it was clear for him to see, that his
symbols of vigor and hope, were doomed to an untimely defeat. Again
his head hung low and he tried to deny it but the truth lingered on in
remorse.
Every suggestion looked into, every possibility explored, and every
avenue exhausted, he knew that his fate was determined. Better to
face up to the truth, swallow the facts and digest the results.
The truth: The jam-up was terrible, unbelievably bad.
The facts: He saw no solution in sight.
The results: Today was not the day that young Santa Claus would
make his debut in school.
—Randy Meline

By Pat Pheiffer

As our cartoonist saw it..
Good news for all Mason Proffit
fans! The group is scheduled to
appear here on Friday, Oct. 10.
The occasion will be the college’s
first Maxi Concert, to be held in the
gym at eight o’clock.
If you haven’t seen the group
perform, you’re in for a treat.
I caught the group’s act at the
Wild Goose in Joliet a few weeks
back and was amazed at the way
the crowd responded to the per¬
formance.
Their progressive country sound
coupled with songs that carry a
contemporary message, and the
antics of lead singer Terry Talbot
resulted in a round of applause
that at least equaled the one given
to Cream at their last Chicago
performance.
The group is Chicago based, but
never made it in the area until it
gained national prominence. Their
album “Mason Proffit” has been
out since this spring but you are
most likely to find it on the new
release rack of most music stores.
I am in love with the entire
album, but especially Two
Hangmen, which is the first cut on
side two of the record. The group is
perhaps best known for this song
about two men who were con¬
sidered rebels and hung for their
beliefs.
According to C D sophomore Jim
Huke, who has seen Mason Proffit
perform three times, the group has
been called back for an encore to
play this song each time he has
seen them.
It should be a show well worth
attending. My advice would be not
to miss it.

Houston U plans
degree in 'ecologies
of our decade'
Houston, Texas - (IP) - If
relevancy was the jargon for the
60’s, “Accountability” will be the
new tag for the ’70’s, predicts Dr.
Alfred R. Neumann, dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences at the
University of Houston.
“The public holds us ac¬
countable for the lack of positive
change that takes place in our
students after four years with us,”
he said. He called for the
curriculum committee to consider
a new track in education — one
that would combine “the ecologies
of our decade.”
In discussing the new mode of
education, a flexible degree plan
allowing a student to compile his
own course of study in¬
terdepartmentally, Dr. Neumann
cited the University of Michigan’s
Bachelor of General Studies as an
example.
The degree track, as Dr.
Neumann explained it, would exist
side-by-side with the traditional
B.A. and B.S. degrees, requiring a
set total of college hours. It would
be an alternative to the student
whose academic motives were not
suited to the historic curricula and
“whose intellectual, technical and
ethical boundaries may be quite
different from our own,” he said.
Dr. Neumann said the ’70’s in
academia will see the creation of
interdepartmental courses in
ecologies. “It is part of our
discharging our accountability to
our publics,” he said.

Ho Chi Minh Trail
While dragging myself down the Ho Chi Minh Trail coming for
Roosevelt Rd., the rain, mud and water did not make me think of the
great College of DuPage Dream.
What I did realize was the great lack of foresight and possibly the
downright stupidity on the part of student government officials and
our college administrators. Surely, anyone must realize that with the
thousands of new students and two less parking lots than last year...
Also, while dragging through the swamp, the promises of “new
parking lots for everyone,” “new roads for all,” came to mind.
Naturally, I realize the problems that can arise; why was the school
not postponed until competent arrangements could be made. Fred
Robinson, ASB president, claimed he has tried to warn officials—his
cry was to shut the damn school down.
Anyway, maybe next year the great College of DuPage Dream ...
—By Len Urso

Tuesday's words to live by
ATTENTION: COLLEGE OF DU PAGE STUDENTS
THE PARKING SITUATION AT THE COLLEGE'S MAIN CAM¬
PUS IS CRITICAL, BECAUSE OF CONTRACTUAL AGREEMENTS
WHICH HAVE NOT BEEN MET, COMPLICATED BY INCLEMENT
WEATHER CONDITIONS.
CLASSES SCHEDULED TO OPEN TOMORROW WILL MEET,
BUT PLEASE BE ADVISED THAT PARKING FACILITIES BET¬
WEEN 8:00 A.M. AND 1 P.M. WILL NOT BE AMPLE. WE EXPECT
THE SITUATION TO BE ALLEVIATED WITHIN A FEW DAYS.
MEANWHILE, THOSE WHO WISH NOT TO ATTEND CLASS WILL
NOT BE PENALIZED FOR THEIR ABSENCE. FURTHER
BULLETINS WILL BE MADE AVAILABLE THROUGH YOUR
RADIO STATION.
(2-22-70)
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Iowa U plans general studies degree
Iowa
City,
Ia.-(I.P.)^ommenting on the proposal to
reate a new degree—the Bachelor
of General Studies, or B.G.S.,
Dewey B. Stuit, dean of the College
if Liberal Arts at the University of
bwa, said that students would be
ble to graduate without choosing
‘major field” or fulfilling the
core” requirements of courses in
he basic areas of the liberal arts.
The traditional B.A. and B.S.
legrees would continue to be of-

Like fo talk?
Forensics may be
the field for you
The forensics department,
leaded by Sarah Hadley and Tom
rhomas, invites all you super
ipeakers to participate in this
rear’s speech competition.
Forensics is an extra-curricular
ctivity which centers on such
ireas as public speaking, in
ompetition with colleges and
miversities; oral interpretation,
•adio
announcing,
original
o r a t o r y,
extemporaneous
ipeaking, group discussion, im¬
promptu speech analysis, after
dinner speaking, and other various
speech events.
Last year’s DuPage team won
he Illinois Junior College Speech
Debate. This year’s speech team
vill be getting ready for first
ompetition at Bradley University,
lov. 15-16. More than 100 colleges
vill be competing. This year’s
earn also will host other teams to
speech debate in January.
Anyone interested in speech may
;et information at Room J-120H.

fered, said Dean Stuit, but the
college’s academic role “in loco
parentis” would be revoked for
candidates for the B.G.S.
One Big Ten institution, the
University of Michigan, has
adopted the B.G.S., Dean Stuit
said. It is virtually identical to the
Iowa proposal, but makes no
rhetoric requirement, he said.
As discussed by the college’s 9member educational policy
committee, the new degree would
require 126 semester hours of
credit like the traditional degrees.
The candidate would be released
from the “core ' requirement of 32
hours distributed through the
fields of literature, natural and
social sciences, and historicalcultural studies.
Instead of majoring, the student
would be required to complete at
least 60 credit hours at the junior
and senior levels in any fields with
grades of 2.0 or higher (4.0-A).
Not more than 20 of the 60 upperlevel hours, or 40 of the 126 total

Senate petitions
need 75 names

hours, would be accepted from one
department. All students would
meet the college’s rhetoric
requirement.
No major would be certified on
the college’s official transcript or
in the commencement program,
even if the student completed
departmental requirements for the
B.S. or B.A., the committee said.
Students embarking on the
B.G.S. would be informed that its
standing as a qualification for
admission to graduate school
would be lower than that of the two
traditional bachelor’s degrees, he
said.
As discussed by the educational
policy committee, the new degrees
would not entail changes in
existing entrance requirements,
pass-fail grading or credit-byexam policy.
*
Dean Stuit said the B.G.S.
degree would appeal to students
who are interested primarily in a
general
education
without
specializing.

Maxi concert
Oct. 10 features
Mason Profit!

Upcoming Student Government
senatorial elections will be held
Monday and Tuesday, Oct. 12-13.
If interested in obtaining
petitions you may do so in the
Student Activities Office. They will
be available starting Sept. 28 at 9
a.m. The party running for office
must fill the petition with not less
than 75 signatures.
Petitions will be due no later
than Friday, Oct. 2 at 4 p.m. They
may turned in at the Student
Activities Office.
Voting will be held from 9 to 9
both election days, at booths
situated throughout the campus.
For the convenience of part-time
students and evening students,
identification pictures will be
taken
in
the
Instructional
Resources Center, J-126, from 6 to
9 p.m. Monday through Friday and
from 9 a.m. to noon on Saturday.

We deliver
629-8220

Something Bold To Climb Into

LISTEN TO US ON

WANT
AOS

Oakbrook Terrace

Featuring

College of DuPage will open its
concert series for the 1970-71
school year with a maxi concert on
Oct. 10 featuring the sounds of
‘Mason Profitt,” and also “The
Minimum Daily Requirement.”
The Profitt gang has recently
come out with an album called:
‘Wanted-Mason Profitt.” They
will perform the major cuts from
the album entitled Two Hangmen
uid Buffalo during the concert,
mongst many others. The
‘Mason Profitts’ ” sound is
lowery, and deep, yet quiet and
lice. Their sound machines consist
if such instruments as an acoustic
:iv, twelve string guitars, Jews
larp, electric guitars, and others.
The
Minimum
Daily
tequirement” is a coffee house
iroup currently touring out of New
'ork.
The concert starts at 8 p.m. in
ie Campus Center. Advanced
ickets for students are $1.50 or
2.50 at the door. Ticket price for
11 others are $2.00 (advanced) and
3.00 (at the door).

SAVE
YOUR
SOLES
iNTHE

mnmmBt

WGLD

Location . . .
524 Duane St
Glen Ellyn

102.7

STEREO

JBfew
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Text of Student Conduct guidelines approved by Board
PREAMBLE
I. The Purpose of the College

College of DuPage is a locally
controlled and administered in¬
stitution of higher learning which
seeks to fulfill the diversified
educational needs of the residents
of its community. Recognizing that
students differ in their educational
needs, interests, abilities and
aspirations, the college has
organized its total program to
assist the student to prepare for his
work as an individual, as a
member of a family, and as a
citizen.
II. Philosophy of Discipline

on College property, either owned,
rented, or leased.
3. Damage to College property,
or property of a member of the
College community, or campus
visitor, or theft of property of any
of the above.
4. Unauthorized entry or access
to College equipment, facilities, or
supplies.
5. Physical abuse of any person
on College owned or controlled
property, or at any College
sponsored or supervised function,
including conduct which threatens
or endangers the health of any
such person.
6.
Possession,
use,
or
distribution of any narcotics or
dangerous drugs not expressly
permitted by law, on College
property, either owned, rented, or
leased.
7. Disorderly conduct or lewd,
indecent, or obscene conduct or
expression on College owned or
controlled property, or at College
sponsored or supervised functions.
8. Failure or refusal to comply
with directions of College officials
acting in the performance of their
duties.
9. Possession or use of alcoholic
beverages, or being under the
influence of such beverages, on
any College owned or controlled
property.
10. Violation of any College
policy or regulation that is
reported or described in any of¬
ficial College publication (i.e., the
College catalogue, the student
handbook, or the President or
faculty bulletin).

The College exists for the
transmission of knowledge, the
search for truth, the development
of students, and the general well¬
being of the community in which it
resides. Free inquiry and free ,
expression are indispensable to the
achievement of these goals. As
members of the academic comi munity, students should be en¬
couraged to develop the capacity
for critical judgment and to
engage in a sustained and in¬
dependent search for truth. The
freedom to learn depends upon
appropriate opportunities and
conditions in the classroom, on the
campus, and in the larger com¬
munity. Students should exercise
their freedom with responsibility.
In .fulfilling its responsibility, the
College" 'must maintain those
conditions conducive to the ef¬
fective performance of its special
The student will assume ac¬
purposes. Discipline is looked upon
as a part of the guidance oriented countability for his own conduct.
Sanctions for violations of College
philosophy of the institution.
rules and regulations or for con¬
III. Expectations Regarding duct which interferes with College
affairs will be dealt with by the
Conduct
College. In the case of student
Conduct which interferes with conduct which involves an alleged
college purposes is not acceptable; or proven violation of criminal
yet, a member of the College law, the disciplinary authority of
community can rightfully expect the College may be used to
that the College will exercise with duplicate the function of civil
restraint its power to regulate authority. Disciplinary action may
student behavior and that rules be taken if the conduct also in¬
and regulations will be adopted volves a violation of College
only when the educational process standards and if the interests of
clearly and directly requires such the academic community are
legislation. However, restrictive distinct from those of the civil
rules and regulations will not be authority.
Sanctions, up to and including
made without showing relevance
to those conditions toward which dismissal from the College, may
they apply. The enforcement of be imposed for failure to abide by
these rules and regulations shall the code of conduct of the College.
be fair and shall be pursued as an These sanctions will determine
extension of the guidance to whether, and under what con¬
ditions, a student may continue at
educational process.
the College.
In keeping with the educational
STANDARDS OF CONDUCT
purposes
of
the
College,
Admission to the College carries disciplinary actions, other than
with it the obligation that the those requiring dismissal, are
student will conduct himself within intended to be remedial rather
the framework of the existing than punitive. Most disciplinary
proceedings will be conducted
Standards of Conduct.
To carry out the purpose of informally between the student
developing within every student an and the Dean of Students or his
awareness and appreciation of the representative. (See below for
social, emotional, and cultural jurisdiction.)
More formal procedures are
aspects of society, and his
responsibility to it, it is necessary provided, however, including an
that the College establish certain impartial hearing before a College
Judicial Review Committee; these
rules and regulations.
procedures may be invoked either
Behavior, for which a student is ' by the College Representative
subject to school discipline, will dealing with the case or by the
fall into the following categories: student involved. In all situations,
1. Any act of dishonesty toward whether handled formally or in¬
the College, including (but not formally, basic standards of
limited to) cheating, misuse of fairness will be observed in the
College documents or records, determination of (1) the truth or
forging or knowingly furnishing falsity of the charges against the
false information to the College. student, (2) whether the alleged
2. Obstruction or disruption, misconduct calls for sanctions,
including (but not limited* to) and, if so, (3) what those sanctions
teaching,
research,
admin¬ should be.
istration, disciplinary procedures,
I. Jurisdiction
or any scheduled College activity

Any member of the College
community
may
initiate
disciplinary proceedings through
the Dean of Students for infractions of the rules and
regulations of the College or for
misconduct in academic work.
The Academic Regulations
Committee is the primary agent
for disciplinary matters arising
solely out of scholarship. The Dean
of Students is the primary agent
for the administration of discipline
for unacceptable conduct or in¬
fraction of College rules in all
matters except those which are the
responsibilities of divisions and
instructors.
Instructors have the authority to
take such summary actions as
may be necessary to maintain
order and‘proper conduct in the
classroom and to maintain the
effective cooperation of the class
in fulfilling the objectives of the
course. Such actions may be ap¬
pealed to the deans of the division
offering the course before the end
of the next succeeding quarter.
The provisions of these sections
do not apply to the evaluation of a
student’s academic performance.
The lowering of grades is not
appropriate as a penalty for
misconduct providing, however,
that academic credit need not be
given for work which is the product
of cheating or plagiarism.
Campus traffic regulations are
under the general jurisdiction of
the College Security Office.
II. The
Authority

Use

of

Disciplinary

All disciplinary proceedings will
be administered by the Dean of
Students. The Dean of Students
may, however, delegate this
responsibility to others. In cases
referred to it, the College Judicial
Review Committee assumes the
responsibility for making a
recommendation to the President.
The student shall be informed at
the initial conference of what ap¬
pears to be the maximum penalty
which might result from con¬
sideration of the disciplinary
matter. The student shall be in¬
formed in writing if dismissal is
involved. If further consideration
reveals that more severe legal
action may be appropriate, the
student shall be so advised as soon
thereafter as possible.
After considering the case and
interviewing the students in¬
volved, the Dean of Students may
take one of the following actions:
A. Terminate the proceedings,
exonerating the student or
students.
B. Dismissthe case after
whatever counseling and advice
may be appropriate.
C. Impose sanctions directly
subject to the student’s right of
appeal described below. The
student shall be notified in writing
of the action taken.
D. Refer the matter to the
College Judicial Review Com¬
mittee. The student shall be
notified in writing that the matter
has been referred to the Com¬
mittee.
E. Refer the matter directly to
the President or the Board of
Trustees in cases where the
evidence is either delicate or
dangerous.
In all cases, the student shall be
advised of his rights by reference
to the appropriate section of this
document.
III. College
Committee
. „_w

Judicial

MUU.

Review

A standing College Judical
Review Committee will hear the
case, and make recommendations
on all disciplinary cases referred
to it by the appropriate authority
or appealed to it by students who
are the subjects of discipline
proceedings. The Committee will
be established each fall. It will be
composed of the following per¬
sons:

Committee’s recommendation for
disciplinary action.
D. The student may be
represented by a counsel of his
choice.
E. No one will be required to give
self-incriminating evidence.
F. Hearings conducted by the
Committee will be held in closed
session, the exception being when
the student involved requests an
open hearing. If at any time during
A. Three members appointed by the conduct of a hearing spectators
the President of the College. are disruptive of the proceedings,
(Recommend one to be appointed the Chairman of the Committee
from the Student Services may exclude such persons from
Division.)
the hearing room.
B. Three members of the facility
G. All proceedings of the
appointed by the President of the Committee will be conducted with
College from a list of five faculty reasonable dispatch and ter¬
members submitted by the minated as soon as fairness to all
Chairman of the Faculty Senate. parties involved permits.
C. Three members of the student
H. An abstract of the
body appointed by the President of proceedings will be kept.
the College from a list of five
I. The student will be provided
students submitted by the with a copy of the conclusions and
President of the Associated the recommendations of the
Student Body, but will only serve Committee. He will also be advised
at the request of the student who is of his right to present, within five
subject to disciplinary procedure. calendar days of receipt of the
None of the above-named per¬ written recommendations of the
sons shall sit in any case in which Committee, a written statement of
he is a complainant or witness, in appeal to the President of the
which he has a direct or personal College.
J. If discipline is to be imposed
interest, or in which he has acted
previously in an advisory after the review provided by this
capacity. Decisions in this regard, section, the Dean of Students shall
shall be made by the Judicial notify the student in writing of the
Review Committee as a whole.
discipline imposed.
The Judicial Review Committee
Chairman will be elected by the
V. The President's Review
members of the Judical Review
Committee. No student shall serve
The President of the College, or
as chairman. (Refer to No. C his designated representative,
above.)
shall review all cases heard by the
College Judicial Review Com¬
IV. Judicial Review Committee mittee, including the report of the
Procedural
Guidelines
and the Committee and any statement
Safeguards
filed by the student. He may,
approve, disapprove, or mitigate
The student has a right to a fair the recommendations of the
and impartial hearing before the Committee, but he may not in¬
Judicial Review Committee on any crease the severity of the action
charge of misconduct. His failure recommended. He shall notify the
to cooperate with the hearing Dean of Students of his decision.
procedures, however, shall not
preclude the Committee from
VI. Appeals
making its findings of fact, con¬
clusions, and recommendations as
Any disciplinary action taken by
provided below. Failure of the the Dean of Students’ Office may
student to cooperate may be taken be appealed to the College Judicial
into consideration by the Com¬ Review Committee. An appeal by
mittee in recommending penalties. a student shall be made in writing
and addressed to the Chairman of
A. The student shall be given the Committee within five days
notice of the time and place of the after the student has been notified
hearing, the charges against him, of the action taken.
and a description of any
A. Disciplinary action by the
documentary or other physical
evidence that will be presented at Dean of Students may be appealed
the hearing. This notice shall be to, and shall be reviewed by, the
given to the student in writing and Judicial Review Committee or the
shall be provided in sufficient time College President.
B. Disciplinary action recom¬
to permit him to prepare himself.
The notice may be amended at any mended by the Judicial Review
time prior to the hearing, but, if Committee may be appealed to,
such amendment is prejudicial to and shall be reviewed by, the
the student’s case, the hearing College President.
C. Final authority in all
shall be rescheduled to a later
disciplinary action shall rest with
date.
B. The student shall be entitled the Board of Trustees of the
to hear the evidence against him College of DuPage.
and be informed of the identity of
VII. Disciplinary Terms
its sources when possible; he shall
be entitled to present information
The following definitions of
in his own behalf and to query disciplinary terms have been
those speaking against him. The established to provide consistency
student shall have all authority in the application of penalties:
possessed by the College to obtain
information or to request the
A.
Disciplinary
Warning:
presence of individuals or the Formal action censuring a student
production of other information for violation of College rules or
relevant to the issues at the regulations. Disciplinary warnings
are made in writing to the student
hearing.
C. Only those matters presented by the Dean of Students.
at the hearing, in the presence of Disciplinary warning indicates to
the student involved, will be the student that continuation of the
considered in determining whether specific conduct involved or other
he is guilty of the misconduct misconduct will result in one of the
charged, but the student’s past more serious disciplinary actions
record of conduct may be taken described below.
into account in formulating the
(Continued on Page 7)
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Student Conduct text
(Continued from Page 6)
B. Hold: Attachment of a
student’s academic record to
encourage the fulfillment of the
student’s obligations to the
College, particularly financial.
Holds are made in writing, in¬
cluding a list of the obligations to
be met, and are sent to the student.
Requests for transcripts of the
student’s academic record will not
be honored until the Dean of
Students is satisfied that the
obligations have been met and
provides the Registrar with
written notification of the release
of the hold. Hold includes
registration delay until the
obligation has been fulfilled.
C. Delayed Registration: For¬
mal action refusing to allow a
student to register for subsequent
quarters, for violation of College
rules or regulations, or failure to
fulfill obligations to the College.
The Dean of Students, in his
written notification to the student,
will detail the reasons for the delay
of registration and the conditions
to be met before registration will
be allowed. Registration may be
delayed for a fixed or indefinite
period. Future registration will not
be allowed until the Dean of
Students is satisfied that the
conditions have been met.
D. Disciplinary Probation:
Formal action placing conditions
upon the student’s continued at¬
tendance for violation of College
rules or regulations. The Dean of
Students will specify, in writing,
the period of probation and the
conditions. Disciplinary probation
warns the student that any further
misconduct will make him liable to
suspension or dismissal from the
College. Disciplinary probation
may be for a specific term or for
an indefinite period which may
extend to graduation or other
termination of the student’s
enrollment in the College.
E. Suspension: Formal action
dismissing a student temporarily
from the College for violation of
College rules or regulations.
Suspension may be for a stated or
for an indefinite period, but the
implication of the action is that the
student may eventually return if
evidence or other assurance is
presented that the unacceptable
conduct will not be repeated.
F. Dismissal: Students may be
dismissed by the President of the
College on the recommendation of
the Dean of Students or the College
Judicial Review Committee. The
notification dismissing a student
will indicate, in writing, the term
of the dismissal and any special
conditions which must be met
before readmission.
VIII.
Readmission
Disciplinary Dismissal

After

Any student dismissed from the
College may be readmitted only on
written petition to the Dean of
Students. Such petitions must
indicate how specified conditions
have been met and, if the term of

Ah ... . cars; what would we do
without them? What would we do
with any more of them?

the dismissal has not expired, any
reasons which support a recon¬
sideration of the matter. Because
the President of the College par¬
ticipates in all disciplinary actions
dismissing students, decisions on
such petitions for readmission
must be approved by the President
before readmission is granted.
IX. Reporting, Recording, and
Maintenance of Records

Records of all disciplinary cases
shall be kept by the Dean of
Students. Except in proceedings
wherein the student is exonerated,
all documentary or other physical
evidence produced or considered
in disciplinary proceedings and all
recorded information may be
preserved in so far as possible.
X. Disclosure of Student Records

The College continually receives
requests from outside sources for
information about students, both
past and present. The staff and
faculty of the College are
reminded that, as a matter of
internal policy, student records
should be treated in a responsible
manner with due regard to the
personal nature of the information
contained in these records. In
order to prevent embarrassment
or possible legal involvement of
the College and its employees
because of improper disclosure of
information, it is important that
care be exercised in the release of
such information. Therefore, these
procedures should be followed in
the implementation of this policy:
A. Transcripts of academic
records shall contain only in¬
formation about academic status
except those students who have
had Disciplinary Dismissal. In
such cases the words Disciplinary
Dismissal shall be stamped on the
transcript and the effective date of
such dismissal. Academic records
will not be released without the
consent of the student.
B. Information from disciplinary
or counseling files will not be
available to unauthorized persons
on campus or to any person off
campus without the written con¬
sent of the student involved, except
under legal compulsion or in cases'
where the safety of persons or
property is involved.
C. No records which reflect the
political activities, religious
beliefs, or race of student shall be ,
kept.
XI. Confidentiality in the
Teacher-Student Relationship

The teacher-student relationship
is a confidential one. The student
may hold the expectation that
statements he makes in the
classroom, his discussions with
teachers, or his written views will
be respected and not reported
outside the academic community.
Questions relating to what an
individual student has demon¬
's trated as a student—for example,
the ability to write in a certain
way, to solve problems of a certain
kind, to reason consistently, to
direct personnel or projects—pose
no threat to educational privacy.
However, questions relating to the
individual student’s loyalty and
patriotism, his political, religious,
and social value attitudes, his
general outlook, his private life,
are of a confidential nature and
should be respected as such.
When demands which challenge
the fundamental principle of
confidentiality are made for in¬
formation about a student’s beliefs
or associations, no response
beyond the reaffirmation of the
principle shall be made.
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DuPage drops opener, 16-0
By Pete Douglas

three minutes and 45 seconds of
play it was ISU 7, CD 0.
The Chaparrals fumbled the
In the second quarter, another
football and the game in the early Chaparral fumble gave ISU their
moments last Friday as ISU came second touchdown as the DuPage
in with a solid 16-0 victory over quarterback fumbled what looked
DuPage, in both teams’ opener,
like a forward pass on our 30-yard
in ISU stadium at Bloomington. line. A series of downs later,
There were times when both Snoody scored his second TD of the
teams looked good, but for the day on a run around the end from
most part the first half was a the 12-yard line. Pinzer again
jumbled mess of pass in¬ converted to give the Red Birds a
terceptions,
fumbles
and 14-0 lead.
penalties. Unfortunately for
The final two points were given
DuPage, ISU took complete ad¬ to ISU on a safety when DuPage’s
vantage of the situation and by half center centered the ball from the 1time had accumulated all 16 of yard-line out of the end zone on an
their points.
attempted punt. With four minutes
The game started badly for left in the first half, the Chaparrals
DuPage; while on their first play kept the ISU team from scoring
from scrimmage a fumble on their again. ISU lead 16-0 at half-time.
own 7 set up the ISU’S first touch¬
The second half was a com¬
down. On the next play, James pletely different ballgame as
Snoody ran in for the touchdown to DuPage threatened the score
give ISU a 6-0 lead. Mark Pinzer several times and the offense had
followed with the conversion. After its good moments. The DuPage

PRESS BOX
This first column provides a perfect situation for doing one of three
things. First commenting on the pennant race, everyone knows the
Cubs will win in the National League, then lose to Minnesota in the
series. What else can I say? Second, I can answer the question, “How
will the Bears do?” After watching them last week, all I can say is
they won’t be any worse than last year.
The third is a little more practical, but a little more difficult—
promote some athletic support at CD. Any sophs here will testify last
year’s school spirit could be described with one word—absent!
Now, I’m not saying you should all run up to the bookstore and buy a
“College of DuPage” windbreaker. That’s the easy way to make
yourself believe you’re helping.
Actually, a far better gesture would be to pile a bunch of buddies
into your ’68 VW and head over to North Central college in Naperville
for the football game Saturday, Sept. 26, against Thornton.
Attendance in the past has been a problem at games; but then of
course, finding a place for CD to play has been a problem. This season
all of our home games will be played at North Central, so as an added
convenience, we’ll have regular college facilities, rather than
borrowing high school stadiums. This is a big help, but there are two
bigger pluses to get you out.
The main idea behind going to a game is to have a good time, and
one of the best ways to reach that goal is getting involved. This is
where the cheerleaders, pom pon, and pep club are essential. The
average student is not going to jump up and yell, “We’re No. 1! ”, if all
the chicks in the green sweaters look at him like he’s interrupting
their wake.
We made a pretense of having cheerleaders and a pom pon squad
last year, but the cheerleaders kind of fell by the wayside late in the
fall quarter and the pom pons didn’t seem to be motivated by the right
things. Still over all, I must admit without them, there would have
been nothing.
This year, though, with a lot of new members on both squads, plus
the organization of a (hopefully) active Pep Club, we’re definitely off
to a better start.
At last week’s game, the only thing that disappointed me was the
performance of the pom pons—not during half time, but through the
regular game when they decided their mission didn’t involve
cheering. There were a couple notable exceptions (their boy friends
were probably playing) but overall, if they could have spared at least
a few more moments to help the cheerleaders, it would have been
nice. I’m not worried though, because they are a good group with a lot
of potential.
Something else that makes the game a little more enjoyable is a
winning team.
Well, we lost to ISU but the team looked good enough for Coach
Miller to comment he’s confident of a good battle for the conference
crown.
After last year, I can’t completely share his confidence but I am.
hopefully looking forward to a big win Saturday over Thornton.
More important than this, I’m hoping for a great turnout for the
cheerleaders, pom pons, and especially the players, and last but
definitely not least, students, to show that school spirit is not dead at
DuPage.
—Pete Douglas,
Sports Editor

COLLEGE

defense hit hard and held ISU from
any type of penetration. Coach
Richard Miller and assistant
Coach A1 Kaltofen praised the
DuPage defense. Assistant Coach
Webster said the Chaparrals had
several good plays and one more
block would have sprung the
breakaway touchdown. The
DuPage offense may have gone
better if blockers could have kept
their assignments straight and the
backs could have made the right
cuts.
The outstanding player in the
game would have to be ISU’s
Snoody, in 18 carries ran up 95 of
the 185 rushing yards and scored 12
points.
The outstanding player for
DuPage was Bob Grant who tallied
62 yards in seven carries.
The quarterbacking for both
teams seemed inadequate with
DuPage quarterbacks combined
for 6 completions and 16 attempts,
and ISU was only slightly better
with 5 out of 10 completions.
Mistakes played a big role in the
game as DuPage was penalized 85
yards to ISU’s 45 yards. The
Chaparrals lost four out of four
fumbles while the Red Birds lost
only two out of three. Interceptions
were even at two each.
On defense for DuPage, Joe
Nelson, Roger Williams and John
Hrovatin came up with eight
tackles, 16 assists; eight tackles,
six assists, and six tackles, 11
assists, respectively.
Although Coach Miller was
disappointed by the defeat, he said
he felt the players started to come
around in the second half but with
the experience of this game behind
them, the team should be ready for
Thornton Saturday in Naperville.

Correctional
aide program gets
$25,000 grant
The Illinois Law Enforcement
Commission has awarded College
of DuPage a $25,000 grant for
implementation of a two-year
program in Human ServicesCorrectional Aide.
The grant was awarded on the
basis of a proposal prepared by
Raymond W. Olson, sociology
instructor, and other members of
the faculty.
Unifying the proposal was the
College of DuPage’s belief that
“rehabilitation is the chief goal of
corrections, and correctional
workers must be professional or
semi-professional in their orien¬
tation, knowledge and skill if such
an objective is to be realized.”
Also emphasized in the proposal
was the historical development in
correctional philosophy from the
practice of severe corporal punish¬
ment to the use of probation and
parole and on to a fundamental
tenet of the program: The indivdual and society share a
reciprocal relationship, and
rehabilitation means reintegrating
the offender into the community.
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Within close range to the college
is a variety of correctional
agencies, many of which have
expressed a willingness to
cooperate with the college in
designing internships so that
corrections students may sup¬
plement their classroom study
with on-the-job training.
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Pehrson to Coach Soccer
The soccer team is heading into
its first season as a varsity sport
with a new coach and a lot of op¬
timism. Coach Bill Pehrson takes
his squad against Maryknoll today
for a scrimmage which should
answer a lot of questions for the
team.
With only eight members of last
year’s soccer club turning out this
fall, the team is a little lacking in
experience. But of these eight, two
should prove very valuable. They
are Collin Arnold and Peter Finne,
last year’s leading scorers.
That also brings up another
question though, as Arnold twisted
a knee in practice the other day
and the extent of the injury is still
unknown.
The team’s strength lies in its
offense with a front line anchored
by Finne and Arnold, if he’s able to
play. Others looking good on of¬

fense are Jay Tucci, and two new
members of the squad, Thad
Orlicz, and A1 Robertson.
Defense will be the sore spot
with a notable hole at the fullback
position. Pehrson is looking for
help on defense from Dan Honsa,
Jim Jardine, Mark Koukl, Glen
Garafola, and a player who was on
the club team last year but just
came out for varsity this week,
Jeff Bartel.
Pehrson said a strong point is
their spirit, and that “they really
want to go out and win.” But since
there have been a few problems
with practices (i.e. the bad
weather and the fact that there
haven’t been enough out to field
two full teams for scrimmages),
he’ll have to wait until the
scheduled scrimmages
are
completed before making any real
predictions on the season.

